
DocuTrade - Key Differentiators

● UNCITRAL- MLETR Compliance: DocuTrade is explicitly designed to meet the
requirements of UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records, which is not
a common feature of other platforms.

● Token Registry for Transferable Documents: The use of a Token Registry on the
blockchain for managing transferable records, coupled with a DNS configuration for
validation, offers a unique approach to handle transferable documents like Bills of
Lading , Bill of Exchange , Promissory notes.

● Blockchain Verification with oa-verify: DocuTrade uses the oa-verify library to ensure
document integrity, issuance status, and issuer identity, which provides a robust
framework for verification of documents.

● Adherence to ICC DSI specifications: Docutrade follows DSI recommended
specifications for all trade documents. This helps docuTrade provide seamless
integration and interoperability with the existing IT landscape of trade finance
organizations

● Account Abstraction for User Experience: The introduction of account abstraction to
simplify the user experience sets DocuTrade apart, as it removes the common hassles
associated with blockchain usage, such as managing seed phrases, gas fee and dealing
with web3 wallets.

● Digital Creation of a Unified Trade Reference: By digitally creating a unified trade
reference that connects all digital documents of a specific transaction, DocuTrade aims
to eliminate discrepancies and alert users to variances, a feature that seems unique
compared to its competitors .

● Privacy Features and QR Codes: The use of redactable components for privacy and
QR codes for easy document sharing are noteworthy features that enhance both privacy
and usability in DocuTrade.

● Dashboard for Trade and Shipment Statuses: DocuTrade's dashboard offers a
360-degree view of trade and shipment statuses, which is a comprehensive tool for
managing trade documentation processes. This seems to be a more advanced feature in
comparison to what is offered by other players.

● Elimination of Typical Blockchain Hassles: DocuTrade's breakthrough with account
abstraction eliminates common blockchain issues, which might not be addressed by
platforms that operate on permissioned blockchains and might still involve typical
blockchain interactions .



Pilot Program Success: The successful pilot converting a paper Bill of Lading to an electronic
version, which facilitated the tokenization and fractionalization for capital provisioning,
showcases DocuTrade's practical applicability and performance in a real-world scenario .

In conclusion, while other platforms certainly have their strengths, DocuTrade's adherence to
international legal standards, innovative use of blockchain technology for both transferable and
verifiable documents, user experience enhancements, and comprehensive management and
compliance tools position it competitively in the market.


